Finite Element Studies on Friction Stir Welding Processes of Polyethylene Plates
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Abstract: One of the interesting state-of-the-art approaches to welding is the process of friction stir welding (FSW). In comparison with the fusion processes, FSW is an advantageous method as it is suitable for the non-fusion weldable alloys and polymeric materials joining. Regarding the materials pure solid state joining, it also provides joints with less distortion and enhanced mechanical properties. In the present work, a three-dimensional (3D) model based on finite element analysis was applied to study the thermal history and thermomechanical procedure in friction stir welding of high density polyethylene plate. The technique includes the tool mechanical reaction and the weld material thermomechanical procedure. The considered heat source in the model, includes the friction among three items: the material, the probe and the shoulder. Finally, the model was validated by measuring actual temperatures near the weld nugget using thermocouples, and good agreement was obtained for studied materials and conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Polyethylene (PE) has been consumed in vast applications. For instance, polymer films, containers made of polymer, pipes, and toys are the known productions. The PE notable advantages over materials with traditional structures can be mentioned as the light weight decreasing the expenses in transportation and installation, omission of the rust and therefore reduce problems in some sensitive industries [1-3]. Consuming polyethylene in pipe and other structural usages are prevalent on account of the aforementioned causes. Moreover, in the complicated loading conditions in industry, joints between polymeric structures are inevitable. Accordingly, desired light weight and the advanced performance are obtained through this novel welding method [4, 5]. Based on heat generation technic, polymers can be welded via three methods: (i) methods employing an external heat source, (ii) methods where heat is generated by mechanical movement and (iii) methods which directly employ electromagnetism [6].

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid state, i.e. without melting in the workpiece, joining technique that is intended to be used for joining of especially the aluminum alloys, besides dissimilar welds, which are difficult to weld with traditional welding techniques [7, 8]. Joining of large panels, which cannot be easily heat treated post weld to recover temper characteristics, is another common interest for FSW to be preferred for industrial applications besides its other benefits. Through FSW, a cylindrical-shouldered structure, including a probe (pin), which can be designed cylindrical/profiled or threaded/unthreaded, rotates with a constant pace and moves at a constant traverse speed along with the joint line of two sheet pieces or plates, operating the welding process. Fig.1. As there are great applied plunging forces from the machine head while FSW, the parts must be fixed firmly onto a backing plate, so that they won’t become disrupted [9, 10]. Compared to the desired weld depth, the pin length is a little less, and the
shoulder device should be in contact with the workpiece, directly. The probe is submerged into the workpiece and then the tool is moved along the weld line with a tilt angle of 2-4 degrees increasing the pressure under the tool shoulder. During this solid-state welding process, problems such as liquation cracking, porosity, and distortion that take place during conventional welding methods do not occur. Furthermore, the process does not involve any use of filler metal and therefore, in contrast to fusion welding, the compatibility of composition is not an issue in FSW [11-13].

Though the FSW technique was mainly innovated for the alloys of aluminum, it is also capable approach to welding of various types of material like copper [14, 15], steel [9], magnesium [16, 17], titanium [18], and other combinations [19-21]. Recently, some researchers have studied the application of FSW and to thermoplastic materials [22-26]. The thermomechanical conditions and the material flow while friction stir welding of polymers, have been investigated through a research by Simoes and Rodrigues [24]. According to their survey, considering the rheological and physical properties of polymers, FSW thermomechanical conditions of polymers totally differ from defined conditions for metals. So, quiet different material flow mechanisms and the weld defect morphologies are obtained. Possibility of friction spot welding (FSpW) of a commercial poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) GS grade and a PMMA 6 N/2 wt% silica (SiO₂) nanocomposite were investigated by Junior et al. [27] researched. With this study, it was revealed that the joint produced at 1000 rpm shows sharp weld lines, demonstrating insufficient heat input. In addition, in the welded area, weld productions prepared at 3000 rpm seem to have further plastic deformation, more volumetric defects, and a lack of material mixing, reckoning the higher heat input. Bozkurt [25] research has been conducted on the feasibility of the FSW carried out on high density polyethylene (HDPE) sheets, utilizing the Taguchi technique. By this study, tool rotation rate notable impact was clarified and determined as 73.85% of the total welding parameters (including traverse speed and tilt angle). Defined optimum welding parameters for the ultimate tensile strength are as follows; the tool rotation speed of 3000 rpm, the tool traverse speed of 115 mm/min, and the tilt angle of 3°. Recently, the effect of weld parameters such as the rotational speed, traverse speed, and geometry and tilt angle of the tool has been compared to the quality and creep properties of friction stir welded high density polyethylene plate joints studied by Hoseinlaghab et al. [27]. The experimental results showed that by increasing tool tilt angle,
lower weld quality and creep resistant were achieved. Meanwhile, pins with the cylindrical geometry are preferred in comparison to pins with conical geometry.

Several analytical and numerical models are being studied by many research groups in order to improve the process efficiency and performance of the components [28]. Various aspects of modeling FSW are possible regarding microstructure evolution, material and heat flow, heat generation, investigation of the influence of process parameters, residual stress computation, predicting mechanical loads (tool forces, torque, and adjustment of work piece fixture, etc.) and final mechanical properties of the joint [29-31]. Thermal models are of great interest because they are often used as input for modeling some of the aspects mentioned above. Although analytical models cannot substitute the state-of-the-art numerical models, they introduce a substantial flexibility and effectiveness in industrial design applications, and moreover they also contribute strongly to increasing the basic understanding of the process [28, 32]. Through current investigation, based on a finite element method (FEM), a three-dimensional (3D) model has been suggested to evaluate the thermal effect in the weld. Here, through parametrical study, it has been revealed that how various welding factors, the tool rotation rate and the tool traverse speed, influence results. The welding procedure is entirely simulated by the commercial finite element package ANSYS 14. Experiments on a welding of polyethylene plates are also carried out. Also, the temperature history for the welded plates are measured by the Labview-programmed acquisition system.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Joining polyethylene by FSW has been a great interest for research nowadays [23, 25, 27, 33, 34]. The simulation of FSW process on the specimens was carried out through the finite element model. On account of having desired ductility, capable for elastic, plastic, large strain, large deformations and isotropic hardening effect simulation, a rigid solid tool and a workpiece were basis of the model. A 3D 20-node coupled-field solid element was taken up in order to model the workpiece and tool in ANSYS® 14. According to the FSW speed evaluations brought

![Fig. 2. Meshes and thermal boundary conditions of the finite element model.](image-url)
in this research, elastic and plastic behavior of the plate was presumed independent of the rate [36]. The illustration of a meshed welded plate with the total nodes of 12649 (Fig. 2), is indicating the symmetry along the weld line considering the numerical evaluation.

2.1. Material and Associated Flow Model

The FSW model presented in this paper used a rate-independent plasticity material, where three distinct criteria have been used to determine rate-independent plasticity model and these are: (i) flow rule, (ii) hardening rule and (iii) yield criterion. Flow rule determines the increment in plastic strain from the increment in load. In the current analysis, associative flow rule is used, which is represented by Eq. (1):

$$\{d\varepsilon^p\} = d\lambda \left[ \frac{\partial G}{\partial \sigma} \right]$$  

(1)

where $d\varepsilon^p$ is the change in plastic strain, $d\lambda$ is the magnitude of the plastic strain increment, $G$ is the plastic potential (which determines the direction of plastic straining) and $\partial \sigma$ is the change in stress. The von Mises yield criterion has been applied in the current analysis as a yield criterion. The von Mises yield criterion is represented by Eqs. (2) and (3) [36]:

$$f(\sigma, \sigma_y) = \sigma - \sigma_y = 0$$  

(2)

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2} \left[ \sigma : \sigma - \frac{1}{3} tr(\sigma)^2 \right]}$$  

(3)

where $\sigma$ is the von Mises effective stress, $\sigma_y$ is the yield strength and $tr$ is the Tresca criterion. The total amount of plastic work is the sum of the plastic work done over the history of loading as expressed by Eq. (4):

$$\chi = \left[ \sigma \right]^T [M] \{d\varepsilon^p\}$$  

(4)

where $\chi$ is the plastic work, $[M]$ is the mass matrix and $\sigma$ is the Cauchy stress tensor.

The amount of frictional work has been calculated by Eq. (5) [36]:

$$R = \tau \times \gamma$$  

(5)

where $R$ is the frictional work, $\tau$ is the equivalent frictional stress and $\gamma$ is the sliding rate.

2.2. Contact Condition

The critical part in numerical modeling of FSW is simulating the contact condition between various parts, i.e., workpiece, pin tool, and shoulder. In this research, modified Coulomb’s law is applied to describe the friction force between the tool and the workpiece. During sticking condition, the matrix close to the tool surface sticks to it. Shearing is considered to address the velocity difference between the layer of the stationary material points and the material moving with the tool. The shear yield stress, $\tau_{yield}$, is taken as:

$$\tau_{yield} = \frac{\sigma_y}{\sqrt{3}}$$  

(6)

where $\sigma_y$ is the yield strength of the material. In the presented model, the contact shear stress was taken equal to the shear yield stress, which depends on the temperature:

$$\tau_{contact} = \tau_{yield} = \frac{\sigma_y}{\sqrt{3}}$$  

(7)

During sliding condition, the tool surface and the workpiece material slide with respect to each other. Using Coulomb’s friction law, the shear stress necessary for sliding is:

$$\tau_{contact} = \tau_{yield} = \mu p = \mu \sigma$$  

(8)

where $p$ is the contact normal pressure, $\mu$ is the friction coefficient and $\sigma$ is the contact stress. In the current analysis, according to the modified Coulomb’s model, when the contact shear stress, $\tau_{contact}$, is less than the maximum frictional stress, $\tau_{max}$, a sticking condition is modeled. Conversely, when the contact shear stress, $\tau_{contact}$, exceeds $\tau_{max}$, the contact and the target surface will slide relative to each other, (i.e., sliding
condition is modeled).

2.3. Thermal Boundary Condition

The quantity of heat input and heat output through FSW still needs to be discussed. Considerable endeavor can determine the heat portion flowing into the tool and the plates. It strongly depends on various factors like the varying friction coefficient, downward force, temperature and the tribology of the surfaces in contact. The frictional heating at the tool welding plate interface and the plastic energy dissipation owing to shear deformation in the nugget zone General, are the two origins that heat generation arises from them. Transient heat transfer process during FSW process can be described by the Eq. (1) and the ruling equation equals:

\[ \rho c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = k \left( \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right) + Q \]  

(9)

where \( Q, c_p, \rho, k \) and \( T \) are the heat generation, specific mass heat capacity, density of the material, thermal conductivity and absolute temperature, respectively. In finite element formulation, Eq. (1) can be represented by Eq. (2):

\[ C(t) \dot{T} + K(t) = Q(t) \]  

(10)

where \( C(t), \dot{T}, K(t) \) and \( Q(t) \) are the time-dependent capacitance matrix, temperature derivative with respect to time (i.e., \( \frac{dT}{dt} \)), time-dependent conductivity matrix and the time-dependent heat vector, respectively.

It is assumed that convection from the free surfaces, as can be seen in Fig. 2, is the main reason for heat loss in the workpiece. The heat loss from both the side and the top surfaces is calculated using Eq. (11):

\[ q_i = h_{con} (T - T_0) \]  

(11)

where \( T \) represents the absolute temperature of the workpiece, \( T_0 \) is the ambient temperature and \( h_{con} \) is the convection coefficient. At the bottom, a backing plate is placed to oppose the downward plunge force. This backing plate also acts as a high heat sink absorbing heat rapidly during welding; consequently, a high heat transfer coefficient is used to model the heat transfer from the backing plate. The heat loss from backing plate is modeled by Eq. (12):

\[ q_b = h_b (T - T_0) \]  

(12)

where \( h_b \) represents the convection heat coefficient from backing plate. Due to the complexity associated with determining contact conditions between the workpiece and the backing plate, the value of \( h_b \) was calibrated to match experimental data, which was found to be 300 W/m². Heat loss from tool surface was calculated using Eq. (13):

\[ q_v = h_v (T - T_0) \]  

(13)

where \( h_v \) represents the convection heat coefficient from the pin tool. A value of 30 W/m² has been used as heat transfer coefficient from tool surface in the present model, which is calibrated to best fit the experimental data. All other thermal boundary conditions of current analysis are shown in Fig. 2.

2.4. Mechanical Boundary Condition

To provide thermomechanical analysis, a conversion of thermal model into a mechanical model can be performed changing the element type SOLID226 (Fig. 3) while the mesh and load step size remain the same [35]. When the thermal analysis is fully carried out, the results are recorded for the mechanical model preparation. As a result of the created thermal strain and thermal stress in the workpiece, the plates will be deformed and distorted.

In order to be in accordance with the actual welding conditions, boundary conditions have been defined in the model. For the clamped workpiece, the boundary condition was determined as total displacement restraint:

\[ U = 0 \]  

(14)

The workpiece other parts were presumed to
be restrained in normal direction, where it was supported on the backing plate:

\[ U_z = 0 \]  

(15)

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

High density polyethylene plate was supplied as 6.5 mm thick sheet 200 mm long and 100 mm wide, some characteristics of the material were given in Table 1. Hot worked H13 steel tool, which had 18 mm shoulder diameter, 6 mm diameter and 6 mm length in the pin was utilized. Friction stir welding had the back tilting angle of the tool 3° during its process. At two tool traverse speed of 20 mm/min and 40 mm/min there was an alteration in tool rotation rate in a range from 700 rpm to 2000 rpm. After trial and error method optimum ranges of FSW parameters were ascertained. Four thermocouples were fixed in one plate located below the top surface (the optimized range) in order to do the experiments. Thus using a Labview-programmed acquisition system, temperatures were attained and recorded in a time-duration of 0.1 s.

The microstructures of all the samples were examined by VEGA\textregistered TSCAN field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). Prior to FESEM, the longitudinal sections of the samples were mechanically ground and polished to 2000-grit using SiC paper.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Weld Morphology Analysis

The first round to optimize friction stir welding parameters is to obtain a defect-free weld between polyethylene plates without large

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecular weight</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Young's modulus</th>
<th>Hardness</th>
<th>Melting point</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity</th>
<th>Softening temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.0 g</td>
<td>0.930–0.965 g/cm(^3)</td>
<td>1035 N/mm(^2)</td>
<td>55–70 Shore D scale</td>
<td>135 °C</td>
<td>0.40–0.47 W/m K</td>
<td>112–130 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cracks or grooves on the surface. For instance, in inadequate weld temperatures, regarding low rotational rates or high traverse paces, the weld material is not able to resist extensive deformation while welding. This could lead to long, tunnel-like defects on the surface or subsurface, moving along the welding. The low temperature is also a limiting factor for the tool forging and accordingly, decreases the bond continuity between the materials existing in each side of the welding. As long as the pin is not long enough or the tool comes out of the plate and also the interface at the bottom of the weld may not be disrupted and forged by the tool, the lack of penetration defect occurs [29, 37]. FSW was carried out on the structure of polyethylene at varied welding parameters to settle a suitable parameter window (Table 2). After the weld visual surfaces and cross sections examination, to continue the investigation, a satisfactory set of welding conditions was selected to produce an appropriate joint. As can be seen in Fig. 4, typical defined parameters for the process producing acceptable joints, included a translation speed of 20 mm/min and counterclockwise rotation at a rate of 1400 rpm.

The resultant weld microstructure from the physical process dynamics is severely related to the thermal impacts history and/or plastic deformation on the weld area. Moreover, distribution of the temperature and plastic deformation are factors influencing the residual stress distribution [12, 30]. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) of the base materials (polyethylene plates) and stir zone are shown in the Fig. 5. The grain evolution between the base material and the welded affected material is evident. A great deal of

| Table 2. Summary of FSW parameters for polyethylene plate. |
|-----------------|------------------|------------------|
| Sample no.     | Rotational speed (rpm) | Traverse speed (mm/min) |
| 1              | 700              | 20               |
| 2              | 1000             | 20               |
| 3              | 1400             | 20               |
| 4              | 1400             | 40               |
| 5              | 2000             | 20               |
| 6              | 2000             | 40               |

Fig. 4. Surface appearance of friction stir weld joints.
Fig. 5. Microstructures of (a) base materials and (b and c) stir zone at 1400 rpm–20 mm/min.

Macro-mechanical interlocking in microstructure is formed by friction stir welding process. The fine equiaxed grains and the fragments in various dimensions at stir zone, are due to the non-uniform distribution of temperature, and the material advance and retreat flow into the sides. As the FSW is processing, the heat is localized between the tool and the workpiece. This makes the material around the pin soft. Accordingly, the tool rotation and translation can move the material in front of the leading edge, towards the pin trailing edge [11, 14, 19].

4.2. Study of Thermal History in FSW

Figs. 6 and 7 show the temperature distribution on the top surface of the workpiece in the first, second and third load steps (1400 rpm–20 mm/min). As it can be seen, extremely high temperature gradients through the thickness of the workpieces take place below the tool shoulder area. The maximum temperature created by the FSW ranges from 80% to 90% of the melting temperature of the welding material [36, 37]. Within the stir zone, the lateral surface of the shoulder to the pin root side has the highest temperature. This considerable heat flux is as a result of the shoulder rotation and the pin contacts with the plate. Furthermore, in comparison with the retreating side (RS), the advancing side (AS) experiences the greater temperature. The reason can be explained by the higher shear rates in advancing side. As in the advancing side, the tool tangential velocity is in the opposite direction with the weld velocity, the shear rates increase [21, 24, 28].
In Fig. 8, the variation in temperature with respect to time at location (5 mm to the weld center line and 0.5 mm below the upper surface of the workpiece) curves obtained from experimental results and FEM simulation are compared. At the first step of the welding process, the calculated values are greater than the measured ones and less than the obtained values when the temperature reaches maximum. Concerning assumption for the constant temperature of the backing plate while welding, the increment in the backing plate temperature is
Fig. 8. A comparison of the calculated and the measured temperature histories for the location 3 mm to the weld centerline of the workpiece (1400 rpm–20 mm/min).

actually owing to the heat rise. Moreover, the cooling rate reductions at the welding final step is the other reason. The calculated values for the temperature gradient are reasonably in accordance with the measured values for the entire welding procedure.

4.3. Analysis of Stress Distribution in the Weld

During the welding process, stress in the weld is created as a result of the material expansion while heating the welded plates and the following contraction when cooling the welds. Additionally, the weld zone mechanical reaction, regarding the tool rotational and transverse movements, affects the weld zone and increase the stress in the weld [17, 28, 36]. Fig. 9 shows the stress contours on the top surface of the workpiece in the first, second and third load steps (1400 rpm–20 mm/min). Also, Fig. 10 shows the variations of total strains of FSW processed plates. As can be seen compared with the second load step of the plate, the first and third load steps of the weld contain varied stress distributions, which may be arisen from the variance in the correlated thermomechanical process during the welding. In addition, the high temperature gradient (see Fig. 6) and high shear force by the shoulder periphery edge in this region are

Fig. 9. Stress contours at the (a) first, (b) second and (c) third load steps of the simulation (1400 rpm–20 mm/min).
considered to make the locations of the high gradient in the stresses in both the longitudinal and the lateral directions be in the closeness of the shoulder diameter.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Through this survey, the shoulder mechanical action and the thermomechanical impact of the welded material were presented as a three-dimensional (3D) model to the friction stir welding (FSW) of polymeric materials, in order to better understand the FSW thermomechanical procedure. During the FSW process performed on high density polyethylene plate, the temperature modeling and measurement, and the stress investigation have been carried out to confirm the model efficiency. The predicted values and the temperature measurements clarified that the maximum temperature gradients in longitudinal direction were on the location beyond the shoulder edge limits. The records also showed acceptable accordance with the experimentally determined temperatures.
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